PART 541 – DRAFTING AND DRAWINGS

ND541.0 General

D. Construction drawings in North Dakota will include the following items:

i. A standard cover sheet showing location, legal description, and table of contents.

ii. List each conservation practice standard involved in the project, with associated engineering job class approval authority.

iii. Provide a summary table of materials and quantities required for construction of the project. Information should be of a sufficient detail to allow for reasonably accurate bids from potential contractors.

iv. Provide sufficient information so that a capable contractor can construct the job with minimal assistance. Many contractors have survey capabilities and/or GPS controls on their heavy equipment, so basic stakeout information should be included in the construction drawings as applicable to the project.

v. Indicate by name and date the individual(s) who designed, drafted, checked, and approved each sheet of the construction drawings. Checking shall be in accordance with ND511.5.